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In this paper I will observe Heidegger’s historical (Geschichtlichkeit) thought 
from the meaning of original happening.  
In the introduction part, I provide my clues of thinking that reviews the research 
results and deficiencies of foreign professions and the meaning and creation of this 
paper. My creations are (1) present Heidegger’s original meaning from his early and 
intermediate period of though, and then observe his historical though from this 
perspective. (2) Analyze and understand his historical thought by settling it in the 
development of his early and intermediate period of thought. Make it the background 
and origin of the development of historical thought from the starting point of 
Heidegger’s early thought of “actual experience of life”.  
First, this paper starts from the beginning of Heidegger’s early thought---- 
“actual experience of life”---- to reveal Dasein’s historical conduct of the actuality of 
life with tracing back to the original happening. Task of this part is to conduct 
Dasein’s inner historical character from the original happening of life, then explain 
the presentation of the original happening on the historical thought in both method 
and thought. The method is the path of Phenomenology and Hermeneutics. The 
content is the original life experience and world of the situation of Dasein.  
Second, I reveal the original existential structure of Dasein from the unity of time. 
I descript the way of existence of Dasein’s history, and the historical content of 
Dasein that is defined by the true time in the aspect of fundamental ontology. Both of 
them are the manifestations of the understanding of Dasein’s existence from his 
original structure of existence. At the same time, I will observe Dasein’s characters of 
“finiteness”, “trueness”, and “subjectivity”.  
Then, I will question and critic Dasein’s historicity in four parts. (1) The 
relationship of historicity and time. (2) How is it possible that the true model of 
Dasein’s historicity. (3) How does individual’s historicity raise up to the history of the 















and the historical nihilism.  
Finally, I will evaluate (1) the viewpoint of Heidegger that constructed by the 
way above. (2) The meaning that Heidegger’s historical thought gains with its 
influence to the mental predicament of individual who lives in modern society. 
Accordingly, I tempt to answer the question that how to lead modern individual to the 
understand and grasp their epoch and the historical mission.  
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国外有 Campbell,Scott 2012 年出版的《The Early Heidegeer’s Philosophy of Life 





























狄尔泰和历史主义的危机》（Heidegeer，Dilthey，and the Crisis of Historicism）；
霍华德·图特勒（Howard Tuttle）的专著《历史理性的黄昏：狄尔泰、海德格尔
和奥特加·加塞特论人的存在的历史性》（The Dawn of Historical reason: The 
Historicality of Human Existence in the Thought of Dilthey、 Heidegeer and Ortega y 
Gasset），而且对历史性这一主题的研究大多只是局限于《存在与时间》一书中
的内容，并未从更广的背景和更深的层次来对此做出开拓性的研究，如《思想和
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